Enhanced FDG-PET tumor imaging with correlation-coefficient filtered influx-constant images.
Although FDG is an excellent PET tumor imaging agent, residual tracer activity in normal structures such as blood vessels and the liver can impair the detection of small or modestly tracer-avid tumors. Since tumors generally have a continuous influx of FDG over time while normal tissues generally show tracer efflux, we produced and optimized correlation-coefficient constrained influx-constant "parametric" images to maximize tumor visualization but minimize background and artifacts for FDG-PET cancer imaging. Influx-constant image sets were generated in 17 patients with various cancers for a range of correlation-coefficient constraint values. Quantitative evaluation of the parametric PET images was performed. Image noise was reduced 70% (mean) with no loss of tumor signal for r > or = 0.90 constraint versus no constraint. Higher (0.95-0.99) constraints improved tumor-to-normal ratios but resulted in some loss of tumor signal. Mild constraints (0-0.85) produced more background artifacts than higher constraints, though all correlation constraints improved tumor-to-normal ratios over the single 50-60-min acquisition frame. Correlation-coefficient filtered parametric imaging, especially with an r-value constraint of > or = 0.90, enhances tumor-to-normal contrast for FDG-PET and appears promising for improving lesion detectability.